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Agenda

▹ Where We Have Been

▹ Developing the Action Plan

▹ Taking Action

▹ Next Steps



Where We Have Been

June

• Opportunities and concerns

• Who are we missing

• Committees roles

July

• Commitment statement

• Guiding principles

• Committee tasks

August

• Mapping safety concerns

• Committee tasks

September

• Strategy table

• Committee tasks

October

• Public input review

• Strategy table

November

• Draft plan review

• Next steps

June July August

September October November & December



Developing the Action Plan

Collaborative

Data-drivenEquity and 
Engagement

“The process of building a 

Vision Zero Action Plan is 

just as important as the final 

product.”

- Vision Zero Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process of building an Action Plan is just as important as the final product. Vision Zero is based on the concept of shared responsibility for safety, and outreach and engagement to communities.This Action Plan was developed using a collaborative approach that focused on equity and engagement and utilized public input in conjunction with an in-depth analysis of crash data. This action plan is a living document that will be updated with new data as it becomes available as well as incorporate new strategies proven to be the most successful for making our streets safer.



Collaborative
• Interdisciplinary Task Force

• Focused on shared goals and strategies

• Action-oriented and accountable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The importance of meaningful collaboration can’t be overstated; it is an essential and central tenet of Vision Zero.Working towards Vision Zero requires a strong, interdisciplinary task force empowered to take actionCreation of shared goals with buy-in across agenciesAction-oriented working groups with accountable representativesConsistent and structured meetings of key stakeholdersActive tracking of progress toward those goalsAdd animations



Focusing on collaboration

Shared Responsibility

Users Designers Decision-makers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Vision Zero distinguishes itself from traditional road safety approaches by focusing solely on fatalities and serious injuries, and through the acknowledgment of human error and the sharing of road system responsibility between users, designers and decision-makers.”



Data-driven
• Serious injuries and fatalities

• Focused on High Injury Network 

• Respond to contributing circumstances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vision Zero is a data-driven approach, and gathering, analyzing, utilizing, and sharing both formal data on injury crashes and community input to understand traffic safety priorities is fundamental to Vision Zero successVision Zero data leads to the development of a High Injury Network that geographically identifies locations where investments in safety are most urgent, which in turn will drive implementation, whether it be an education, engineering, and/or enforcement strategy 



High Injury Network 

▹ 10% of all streets in Charlotte 
make up the HIN
▸ 66% arterial streets
▸ 25% local streets
▸ 9% collectors

▹ 42 streets have been identified 
as Priority Corridors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HIN - A network of streets that have a higher incidence of severe and fatal collisionsNote – Communities of Concern/Interest not in the draft shared with CouncilAlex to explain Priority Corridor methodology



Equity & Engagement
• Community events and online engagement

• Focused on how residents experience our streets

• Explore key themes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to experience and deep knowledge of how a community really works, no one knows better than the people who live there. So, while Vision Zero is a data-driven approach, it is also important to remember that numbers and statistics alone cannot capture all of the day-to-day, real-life experiences.



Key takeaways from engagement

42%

42%

14%

2%
Infrastructure

Driver Behavior

Pedestrian Behavior

Bicyclist Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kepp VZ interactive map live and do quarterly updatesExample IssuesBuilt Environment (20%)Missing sidewalk (7%)No bike facilities (3%)Driver IssueSpeeding (14%)Ped IssueUnsafe crossings (jaywalking- 6%)Bike Issue 
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Taking Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charlotte’s Vision Zero  strategy can be summarized into four focus areas: creating safe streets for all users, shaping community culture of safety, analyzing the data, evaluating policy and legislation to support traffic safety.  Our community is already doing great work in these areas, but there is more work that can be accomplished through Vision Zero. 



Implementing Vision Zero through Capital Projects

▹ $48 million in 2018 CIP bonds
▸ $30 million – Sidewalk & Pedestrian Safety
▸ $2M – Vision  Zero 
▸ $4M – Bicycle Program 
▸ $2M – Bryant Farms Rd 
▸ $3M – Bridges
▸ $3M – Intelligent Transportation Systems
▸ $4M – Traffic Control Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Council doubled the amount of funding for sidewalks and ped safety projects so we can build more sidewalks and improve pedestrian crossings.$2 for VZ to target safety improvements.$4 for the bicycle program to add more bicycle facilities.$2 to do the design for Bryant Farms Rd.$3 for bridge repair and maintenance, and bridge replacement for those bridges that are no longer structurally sufficient.$3 for ITS to help us manage congestion.$4 for TCD to keep our signal system updated and in good working order.
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Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department Traffic Safety Initiative

▹ CMPD will implement a comprehensive traffic safety plan 
which supports the Vision Zero program.  

▹ The CMPD Transportation and Patrol Divisions will work 
towards the goal of reducing and eventually eliminating 
personal injury and fatal crashes.  

▹ We will use Traffic Enforcement, Education, and Training as 
part of the strategy to achieve these goals.



Overall Strategy

1. Concentrated Enforcement within the High Injury Network with 
an emphasis in five areas of traffic safety.

2. Weekly operations concentrating on specific problems in the 
High Injury Network.  (Patrol and CMPD Transportation Division)

3. Continue working with Vision Zero partners to maximize 
effectiveness.

4. Seek new technology to supplement traffic safety efforts. 



Concentrated Enforcement

1. Speeding- Concentrated enforcement in High Injury Network with focus on 
moving violations (speed, aggressive driving, etc.)

2. Impaired driving- Focus on areas with high amount of alcohol establishments 
and historic impaired driving crashes.

3. Pedestrian safety- Frequent “Watch for me” operations and strict enforcement 
of all moving violations in areas of frequent pedestrian injuries and fatalities.  

4. Occupant risk factor enforcement- Deliberate emphasis on seatbelt use, child 
passenger safety, electronic device use while driving.

5. District specific traffic safety issues- (signal lights, school zones, etc.)  



Community engagement and education

1. Continue educational efforts in schools and colleges for 
presentations and educational opportunities.

2. Traffic officers will frequently attend community meetings to stress 
the importance of traffic safety and goals of Vision Zero.

3. Use social and traditional media frequently to stress the importance 
of various traffic safety issues and suggestions.

4. Expand Child Passenger Safety checking stations to community 
groups and events to engage participants with goals of Vision Zero.



Next Steps

• TAP Committee Recommendation

• Annual Progress Reports/Updates
• Partner data for the progress reports

• Share the message of Vision Zero 

& continue to participate in the 

Task Force

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAP committee recommendation for full council consideration to become a VZ city (Mayor and City Council proclamation)
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